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IV/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  MARCH / APRIL - 2015
First Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS
POWER  SYSTEM  OPERATION  & CONTROL

Time : Three Hours            Max. Marks : 70

   Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14
Answer ONE question from each Unit. 4x14=56

1. a) What are the units of incremental fuel rate.

b) Write the condition for optimum operation.

c) What are the units of Heat rate curve.

d) What are the current distribution factors.

e) Draw cost curve ?

f) Define the Regulation ?

g) Define Flat frequency regulation.

h) Define flat tie line loading control.

i) Define free governor operation.

j) Define power system time constant.

k) What are the objectives of the load compensator ?

l) What are the advantages of series compensation.

m) What is characteristic equation ?

n) What is the impedance loading ?

UNIT - I

2. Define the loss formula coefficients and discuss their importance.  Derive the condition for

optimal allocation of total load among units in a thermal station when losses are not neglected.

(OR)

3. A power system consists of two 100 MW units whose input cost data are represented by

equations below

rRupees/hou800P22P0.04C 1
2

11 ++=

hour/Rupees1000P15P0.045C 2
2
22 ++=

If total received power P
R
 = 150 MW.  Determine the load division between units for most

economic operation.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. Give a typical block diagram for a single-area system interconnected by a tie line and explain

each block.  Also deduce relations to determine the frequency of oscillations of tie line power

and static frequency loop.  List out assumptions made.

(OR)

5. Two power systems A & B are interconnected by a tie line and have power frequency constants

k
A
 and k

B
 per Hz.  An increase in load of 500 MW on system 'A' causes a power transfer of

300 MW from B to A.  When the tie line is opened the frequency of system A is 49 Hz and of

system 'B' 50 Hz.  Determine the values of k
A
 and k

B
, deriving any formula used.

UNIT - III

6. Explain clearly what do you mean by compensation of line and discuss briefly different

methods of compensation.

(OR)

7. A load of (66+j60) MVA at the receiving end is being transmitted via a simple circuit 220KV

line, having resistance of 21 ohms and reactance of 34 ohms.  The sending end voltage is

maintained at 220KV.  The operating conditions of power consumers require that at this load

voltage drop across the line should not exceed 5 percent.  In order, to reduce voltage drop,

standard single phase, 66 KV, 40 KVAV capacitor are to be switched in series in each phase

of the line.  Determine the required number of capacitors, rated voltage and installed capacitors

of the capacitor link.  The losses in the line are neglected.

UNIT - IV

8. What the objectives of Shunt compensators.  Write short notes on SVC and TSC.

(OR)

9. Briefly explain the TSSC and TCSC.
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IV/IV B.TECH DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, OCT/NOV- 2015
First Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
POWER SYSTEM OPERATION & CONTROL

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question NO.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1.

a)  What do you understand by incremental fuel rate.

b)  Write the condition for optimum operation

c)  What are the units of Heat rate curve.

d)  Write general form of the fuel cost curve equation.

e)  What is the penalty factor?

f)   Define the Regulation?

g)  What are the main parts of a speed governing system

h)  Define area control area.

i)   Define power system time constant

j)   What is the relation between KE and speed of the generator

k)  What are the objectives of the load compensator.

l)   What are the objectives of shunt compensator

m)  What is the impedance loading

n)   What are the disadvantages of SVC.

UNIT-I
2. Explain in detail the terms production costs, total efficiency, incremental efficiency and

incremental rates with respect to thermal power plant.

(OR)
3. Discuss and define the loss formula coefficients. What is the objective in economic

scheduling.

UNIT-II
4. Explain the concept of control area in the frequency control of a power system. Show

how the steady state error of frequency in a typical load frequency control of a power

system is reduced to zero.

P.T.O

1



(OR)
5. The following two synchronous machines are operating in parallel.

Machine A 50 MW       6%   speed Regulation

Machine B 50 MW       3%  speed Regulation

(i) Determine the load taken by each machine for a total load of 80 MW when the speed

changes are set to give rated speed at 100% rated output. (ii) The speed changes of ma-

chine A is so adjusted that 80 MW is equally shared. Find the output of machine A for

rated speed and also its percentage speed at no load.

UNIT-III
6. Briefly explain the Advantages and disadvantages of different types of compensating

equipment for transmission systems.

(OR)
7. Write short notes on

a)   Synchronous phase modifiers

b)   Static VAR compensators

UNIT-IV
8. Briefly explain the TSC and TCR

(OR)
9. Write short notes on TSSC and TCSC
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IV/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  MARCH / APRIL - 2015

First Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS

POWER  SYSTEM  OPERATION  &  CONTROL

Time : Three Hours            Max. Marks : 70

   Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14

Answer ONE question from each Unit. 4x14=56

1. Answer the following ?

a) Write a short note on Economic dispatch ?

b) Write a note on Incremental fuel cost ?

c) Write about heat rate & cost curves ?

d) Define Control Area ?

e) Explain about free governor operation ?

f) Define Area Control Error ?

g) Draw block diagram of Automatic Voltage Control ?

h) List all series and shunt compensation devices ?

i) Write about FACTS Devices ?

j) Draw block diagram of Single Area Load frequency control ?

k) List Advantages of SVC ?

l) Write a note on booster transformers ?

m) Write a note on STATCOM ?

n) Write a note on (P-δ) & (Q-v) loops ?

UNIT - I

2. Explain the λ-iteration method for finding the solution of Economic dispatch including

transmission losses with a neat flow chart ?

OR

3. Draw Generator capability curve by necessary phase diagrams considering all losses in

synchronous generator ?

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. Draw the block diagram of Single Area load frequency control system and explain the salient

features of under static and dynamic conditions.

OR

5. Develop the state variable model of a two Area system and state the advantages of the model.

UNIT - III

6. Explain the methods of Voltage control in a transmission system.

(i) By transformer tap setting.

(ii) By Booster transformer.

OR

7. Explain the working principle of STATCOM and its operation.

UNIT - IV

8. Explain the basick principle and different modes of operation in TCSC ?

OR

9. With a neat phasor diagram analyze the conventional transmission capabilities of UPFC ?
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IV/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  OCT / NOV - 2015
First  Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS

POWER  SYSTEM  OPERATION  &  CONTROL

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.        14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.        4x14=56 M

1. a) What are the units of incremental fuel rate ?

b) Write the condition for optimum operation.

c) What are the units of Heat rate curve.

d) Draw incremental fuel cost curve.

e) Define the Regulation ?

f) Define flat frequency Regulation ?

g) What is the relation between T
p
, T

g
, T

t
.

h) What is the relation between K.E. and speed of the generator.

i) Write the formula of a synchronizing coefficient.

j) Write incremental balance of a two area case.

k) What is load compensation ?

l) What are the parameters used in uncompensated transmission lines ?

m) What are the advantages of SVS ?

n) What is impedance loading ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Discuss about the incremental fuel cost and production cost.

b) Explain how the incremental producted cost of a thermal power station can be

determined.

(OR)

P.T.O.
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3. The fuel inputs to two plants are given by

50P16P0.015F 1
2

1 1   and 03P12P0.025F 2
2
22  .

The loss coefficients of the system are given by B
11

 = 0.005, B
12

= -0.0012 and B
22

 = 0.002.

The load to be met is 200 MW.  Determine the economic operating schedule and the

corresponding cost of generation if the transmission line losses are coordinated.

UNIT - II

4. Draw the schematic diagram showing the speed changer setting, governor and steam admission

valve and indicate how steam input is regulated with the change in load.  Derive the T.F. of

the above system.

(OR)

5. a) What is load frequency problem ?

b) A 100 MVA synchronous generator operates on full load at a frequency of 50 Hz.   The

load is suddenly reduced to 50 MW.  Due to time lag in the governor system, the steam

valve begins to close after 0.4 secs.  Determine the change in frequency that occurs in

this time.
KVA

S-KW5
H   of generator capacity..

UNIT - III

6. Explain clearly what do you mean by compensation of line and discuss briefly different

methods of compensation.

(OR)

7. Briefly explain the simplified AVR block diagram and steady state response for a step change

in terminal voltage.

UNIT - IV

8. What are the objectives of shunt compensators.  Write short notes on SVC and TSC.

(OR)

9. Briefly explain the SVC and STAT COM.


